ALUMINUM SHELF HOLD-DOWN

The Aluminum Shelf Hold-Down Clips, model SA-HLD, are used to secure aluminum shelves to a bracket eliminating the need for retaining pins.

1. Slide Clip Onto Shelf
Slide the shelf clip over the end of the shelves. If your shelf is configured in two sections, slide the clip over the legs where they join.

2. Position Clip Over Bracket
Slide the clip along the shelf and position it so it fits over the shelf bracket.

3. Tighten Set Screws
Make sure shelves are properly positioned and aligned. Tighten the bottom set screw first, then holding the shelf down flat against the bracket, tighten the side set screw. **Do not over tighten.**

ALUMINUM SHELF SPLINE

Shelf splines, model SA-SP1, are used to join aluminum shelf sections end to end to create a continuous shelf in excess of 12 feet. The splines fit into the structural ribs at the bottom of the shelf and are secured with set screws.

**Note:** Shelves must always join at a bracket. **Do not over tighten.**